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Abstract

Many reported scientific misconducts included duplication, data fabrication and falsification; but recent fake peer reviews have become strange news for many researchers worldwide. Using gmail and other non-academic emails to correspond with journals should be highly prohibited. Indeed, the dark part of this story is lack of conscience by editors who run some journals. Our suggestion in this paper can decrease the chance of repeating similar retractions in close future.
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Introduction

With regard to biomedical science, it is a common belief that final publication is the main output of scientific activity. Designing well-written proposals followed by years of experimental efforts usually results in interesting publications. In the last decades, the fever of writing scientific papers has disseminated. Meanwhile, number of scientific misconducts has also increased manifolds. Although most reported scientific misconducts included duplication, data fabrication and falsification; recently, fake peer reviews have become a shocking type of scientific misconduct. The purpose of this report is not to justify authors who commit above-mentioned plagiarisms, but I aim to report a shortcut to decrease the number of global retractions due to fake peer reviews.

Fake Peer Review-Based Retractions

In recent years, the weblog “retraction watch” has frequently reported that some of the published papers by Elsevier and Springer publishers are the result of the fabricated reviewing process. The story is easy to comprehend: misuse of the “suggested reviewers” option during the submission steps. In other words, authors deliberately put some fake emails similar to famous scientists’ names and suggest it to the journals. To be honest, the dark part of this story is lack of conscience by editors who run some journals. Indeed, for the high ranked journals, it is not acceptable that they should need authors’ input to find the best reviewers! In other words, a journal which actively publishes papers on a specific topic should have a list of potential expert reviewers.

Of course, these authors misused the lack of editorial activity in these journals and it should be a disgrace, but it cannot decrease from editorial responsibilities. In one of these journals, some of the editorial board members have already passed away for years, but the journal is still active! It seems that new policy in selecting editorial members should be initiated. To be honest, this round of retractions is an alarming voice for everyone; including authors, reviewers, editors and also publishers. Authors should be aware that we are not living in the seventeenth century! Editors should be informed that they need a trustful list of potential reviewers who are both honest and scientific in commenting on the received manuscripts. Additionally, it is highly recommended to discard this faulty option within the submission process. Last but not least, using gmail and other non-academic emails to correspond with journals should be highly prohibited, at least for reviewers. Nowadays, publishers and editors have no other way but to accept their faults in recent retractions. Our suggestion can decrease the chance of repeating similar retractions in the future of scientific publishing.
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